PRASAR BHARATI  
(INDIA'S PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER) 
DIRECTORATE GENERAL: DOORDARSHAN 
MANDI HOUSE: NEW DELHI 

No. 904/06/2019/Scor-II  
Dated:- 13th September, 2019

CORRIGENDUM

Subject:- Delegation of Financial Powers to Heads of DDKs/HPTs/DMCs and Other field offices across DD Network regarding GPF advances/Withdrawals-reg

Reference this Directorate’s order of even number dt. 11/09/2019 on the subject mentioned above and to state that at Point No.3 in lieu of ‘respective AIR Stations/Offices’ it may be read as ‘respective DD Stations/Offices’.

(Santosh Kumar)  
Deputy Director of Administration  
For Director General

To,

1. All Zonal Offices
2. Heads of DDKs/ HPTs/DMCs and Other field offices

Copy to:-
1. PS to CEO/Member(F)/ ADG(B&A)- Prasar Bharati Secretariat
2. PS to DGF/ E-in-C/ADG(A)/DDG(A-1), DDG(A-2)/CVO
3. PAO, Doordarshan, New Delhi/Lucknow/ Chennai/ Kolkata/ Guwahati/ Mumbai/ Nagpur.

MIC CELL